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Computational details 
Calculations to compute the pseudogap (PG) from Equation 1 were performed by averaging 100 
ensembles of 2,500 x 2,500 lattices.   Four-site plaquettes were randomly doped up to x = 0.187, then 
three-site plaquettes up to x = 0.226, followed by two-site plaquettes to x = 0.271, and finally one-site 
plaquettes were doped until no d9 spins remained at x = 0.317.  The details of the doping methodology 
are described in the manuscript. 
The PG was determined for each isolated plaquette along with the average.  The average value is the 
PG observed in bulk measurements (neutron, ARPES, specific heat, etc).  STM sees an inhomogenous 
distribution of PG values.   We find the standard deviation of the PG is approximately constant with 
doping and ~ 15 meV, in agreement with the STM value of ~ 10-20 meV. 
Calculations to determine the doping values 0.187, 0.226, 0.271, and 0.317 at the boundaries of 
plaquette doping of four, three, two, and one undoped Cu d9 spins were determined by generating a 
ensemble of 1,000 doped lattices of size 1,000 x 1,000 using a linear scaling percolation algorithm1. 
Details of the ab-initio calculations that lead to out-of-plane hole character 
Pure density functionals such as local density (LDA) HH2-4 HH and gradient-corrected functionals (GGA, 
PBE, etc)HH5 HH obtain a metallic ground state for the undoped cuprates rather than an antiferromagnetic 
insulator.   This is because pure density functionals underestimate the band gap due to a derivative 
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discontinuity of the energy with respect to the number of electrons.6,7  In essence, the LDA and PBE 
functionals include too much self-Coulomb repulsion.  This leads to more delocalized electronic states 
in order to reduce this excess repulsion.  Removing this extra repulsion is necessary to obtain the correct 
localized antiferromagnetic spin states of the undoped cuprates. 
This particular problem with LDA has been known for a long time.HH8 HH  Very soon after the failure of 
LDA to obtain the undoped insulating antiferromagnet for cuprates, several approaches were applied to 
correct the flaws in LDA for La2CuO4.  Using a self-interaction-corrected method HH8 HH (SIC-LDA), Svane HH9 HH 
achieved spin localization with an indirect band gap of 1.04 eV, and Temmerman, Szotek, and Winter HH10 HH 
found a band gap of 2.1 eV.  Using an LDA + U method, Czyzyk and SawatzkyHH11HH obtained 1.65 eV.   In 
all of these calculations on the undoped cuprates, an increase in out-of-plane orbital character was noted 
in states just below the top of the valence band.  Calculations with explicit dopants such as Sr in La2-
xSrxCuO4 were not done. 
Our ab-initio calculations12,13 were performed using the hybrid density functional, B3LYP.   B3LYP 
has been the workhorse density functional for molecular chemistry computations for almost 20 years 
due to its remarkable success on molecular systems.14,15  For example,HH14HH B3LYP has a mean absolute 
deviation (MAD) of 0.13 eV, LDA MAD = 3.94 eV, and PBE MAD = 0.74 eV for the heats of 
formation, ΔHf, of the 148 molecules in the extended G2 set.16,17  B3LYP has also been found to predict 
excellent band gaps for carbon nanotubes and binary and ternary semiconductors relevant to 
photovoltaics and thermoelectrics.18,19 
The essential difference between B3LYP and LDA, PBE, and all pure density functionals is that 20% 
exact Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange is included.  B3LYP is called a hybrid functional because it includes 
exact HF exchange.  This removes some of the self-Coulomb repulsion of an electron with itself found 
in pure DFT functionals.    A modern viewpoint of the reason for the success of hybrid functionals is 
that inclusion of some exact Hartree-Fock exchange compensates the error for fractional charges that 
occur in LDA, PBE, and other pure density functionals.HH20 HH  The downside to using hybrid functionals is 
they are computationally more expensive than pure density functionals. 
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Our B3LYP calculations reproduced the experimental 2.0 eV band gap for undoped La2CuO4 and also 
had very good agreement for the antiferromagnetic spin-spin coupling, Jdd = 0.18 eV (experiment is ≈ 
0.13 eV).HH12HH  We also found substantial out-of-plane apical O and Cu z2 character near the top of the 
valence band in agreement with LDA + U and SIC-LDA calculations. 
We also performed B3LYP calculations on La2-xSrxCuO4 for x = 0.125, 0.25, and 0.50 with explicit Sr 
atoms using large supercells.HH13 HH  Regardless of the doping value, we always found that the Sr dopant 
induces a localized hole in an out-of-the-plane orbital that is delocalized over the four-site region 
surrounding the Sr as shown in Figure 1 of the manuscript.  This is in contrast to removing an electron 
from the planar Cu x2y2/O pσ as predicted by LDA and PBE. 
Our calculations found that the apical O’s in the doped CuO6 octahedron are asymmetric anti-Jahn-
Teller distorted.   In particular, the O atom between the Cu and Sr is displaced 0.24 Å while the O atom 
between the Cu and La is displaced 0.10 Å.  XAFS measurements21 find the apical O displacement in 
the vicinity of a Sr to be ≈ 0.2 Å.  
Description of the out-of-plane plaquette orbital obtained from ab-initio QM calculations 
Figure 1 of the main text shows the out-of-plane localized hole orbital we obtained in the vicinity of a 
dopant atom.12,13,22-24  In La2-xSrxCuO4, the formal valence of Sr is +2 and La is +3.   This means the 
environment in the vicinity of Sr is more negatively charged than the average La environment in the 
crystal.  Removing an electron from an out-of-the-plane orbital in the vicinity of the Sr reduces this 
excess Coulomb repulsion. 
Since our calculations had a fixed Néel antiferromagnetic background for the undoped Cu d9 sites, we 
found two degenerate states with the plaquette localized as shown in Figures 1(a) and (b).  The spin of 
the plaquette hole state was opposite in the Px’ and Py’ states due to the fixed Neel antiferromagnetic 
background (not shown in figure).   Exchange coupling of the electron spin of the occupied plaquette 
state, Px’ or Py’, makes its spin equal to the spin of the singly occupied x2y2 spin at the Cu site below the 
apical O pz. 
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In our prior work, we assumed that computations with a more realistic background of 
antiferromagnetic spins would lead to delocalization of the plaquette out-of-plane orbital over all four 
Cu sites in the plaquette.12,13,22-24  Thus, including spin, there are four possible out-of-plane plaquette 
states that are delocalized over a 4-site Cu square.  These four states are occupied by three electrons. 
The two possible plaquette hole orbital states are shown in figures 1(b) and (c).   They have Px’ and Py’ 
symmetry and are degenerate in energy if there is only a single dopant in the material and there is no 
long range antiferromagnetic order in the undoped d9 region as is found for the superconducting range 
of dopings.  Due to the random dopant environment, the Px’ and Py’ states can mix to form two 
orthogonal states with a small energy splitting.   The random distribution of these energy splittings in 
the system is the source of the linear resistivity in our model.HH23 
The Px’ and Py’ out-of-plane plaquettes states above and shown in Figure 1 are different from the 
delocalized (inside an isolated plaquette) Cu x2y2/O pσ states with the same symmetry, Px and Py 
shown in Figures 3 and S2 (the x2y2/pσ states can be transformed to Px’ and Py’).  It is the latter states 
that split and lead to the PG.   The reason the out-of-plane Px’ and Py’ energy splitting is not the PG is 
because they are hole states at ≈ 0.1 eV above the Fermi level as seen in the density of states figures of 
Perry et al.HH13 
Formation of the standard planar Cu x2y2/O pσ band inside the 3D percolating plaquette swath 
The Cu x2y2/O pσ states inside 4-site plaquettes are expected to delocalize.   The reason for this 
delocalization is described below. 
In models where the O sites are renormalized out, there is a Hubbard on-site Coulomb repulsion, U, 
and a Cu-Cu hopping matrix element, teff.  In these models, teff << U, leading to localization of spins on 
the Cu sites. 
When the realistic picture that includes the O sites is used, the effective hopping matrix element, teff, 
is given by, 
 pdeff U
tt  
2
~  
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where t is the Cu-O hopping and εd and εp are the Cu x2y2 and O pσ orbitals energies, respectively.  
This scenario is shown on the left-side of Figure 1.  Localization occurs when teff << εd + U – εp. 
The affect of creating a hole in an out-of-plane orbital, as shown in Figure 1, is to lower the orbital 
energies εd and εp.  Since the largest hole character is on the apical O pz that resides directly above the 
Cu atoms and the Cu dz2, the Cu x2y2 orbital energy, εd, is lowered much more than the O pσ orbital 
energy, εp.   This brings the upper Hubbard Cu orbital energy, εd + U, closer to the O orbital, εp.  The 
effective hopping matrix element increases and the d9 spins on the doped Cu sites delocalize.  When the 
plaquettes percolate in 3D through the crystal, the standard Cu x2y2/O pσ band is formed on these 
doped “four-site” regions (the percolating plaquette swath shown in Figures 2 and S1). 
Our explanation for delocalization depends on the detailed differences between the planar Cu and O 
orbital energies.  Renormalizing away the O sites prior to considering the affect of the out-of-plane hole 
leads to no delocalization because there is no change in the effective hopping, teff. 
Cu x2y2/O pσ delocalization in the plaquettes interacting with localized Cu d9 spin in the undoped 
regions leads to explanations for the doping phase diagram, the neutron resonance peak with doping, the 
dispersionless incommensurabilities found in STM, and the universal room-temperature 
theromopower23,24 using simple counting arguments. The first three properties were obtained with no 
adjustable parameters while the thermopower required exactly one parameter.  A large spectrum of 
additional cuprate phenomenology22,23 was also qualitatively explained. 
Discussion of random placements of plaquettes as a function of doping 
Since the dopants minimize their Coulomb repulsion with each other (screened by the percolating 
metallic electrons), we assume dopants are distributed in the crystal with the constraint of no plaquette 
overlaps, but otherwise the distribution is completely random.  Above ≈ 0.187 doping, it is impossible to 
add dopants such that the corresponding 4-site plaquette does not overlap (does not share a corner Cu) 
with a another plaquette.  Given that plaquette overlap can no longer be avoided above x ≈ 0.187, the 
most energetically favorable location for a dopant to reside is on a site that leads to a 4-site plaquette 
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doping three Cu d9 atoms and one doped Cu atom.  This is shown as green squares in Figures 2 and S1.  
At x ≈ 0.226 doping, it is no longer possible to locate three undoped Cu d9 sites that are part of a 4-site 
square.  Hence, the most energetically favorable sites are those that dope two Cu d9 and two doped Cu.  
These plaquettes are shown in pink in Figures 2 and S1.  This form of doping can continue to x ≈ 0.271.  
At this point, there are no adjacent pairs of d9 spin remaining.  Single Cu d9 site doping can continue out 
to ≈ 0.317.  Above this value, there are no remaining localized Cu d9 spins remaining in the material.  
The percolating metallic region has become the whole crystal.  Figure S1 depicts the undoped d9 sites 
and plaquettes as a function of doping for 0.05 < x < 0.32 and S4 plots the doping evolution of the 
number of metallic and isolated 4-site plaquettes.  At dopings x ≈ 0.05−0.06,  we calculate that the 
plaquettes percolate in 3D,1 leading to the formation of the standard Cu x2y2/O pσ metallic band inside 
the percolating “metallic” swath.  Since superconducting pairing occurs at the surface where there are 
adjacent d9 spins (green and blue arrows in Figures 2 and S1) and not for isolated spins (pink arrows), 
superconductivity vanishes at x ≈ 0.271 in agreement with the experimental value of ≈ 0.27. 
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Evolution of isolated 4-site plaquettes with doping 
Figure S1 (shown on pages 9-11) Schematic of a single CuO2 plane for twelve different doping values 
on a 20 x 20 lattice.  The dopings span from x = 0.05 to x = 0.32.   The black dots are undoped Cu d9 
spins that antiferromagnetically couple to each other.   The squares are 4-site plaquettes with Cu atoms 
at the corners.  The out-of-plane orbital and the O atoms are not shown.  The black squares are 
plaquettes that are adjacent (along the Cu-O bond directions) to another plaquette.  The red squares are 
isolated 4-site plaquettes.  A delocalized metallic Cu x2y2/O pσ band is formed on the percolating 
swath of plaquettes for dopings larger than ≈ 0.05.  This is shown here in yellow.  For dopings less than 
≈ 0.151, the percolation occurs in 3D and cannot be seen in this figure.  It occurs through coupling of 
yellow regions to CuO2 layers above and below the CuO2 layer that is shown here.   Above x = 0.151, 
2D percolation occurs and this can be seen directly in the figures.   Above 0.187 doping, additional 
plaquettes must overlap another plaquette.  The green squares are 4-site plaquettes that dope three Cu d9 
spins.  This occurs from x ≈ 0.187 to x ≈ 0.226.  Above 0.226, only two Cu d9 spins can be doped for 
each new plaquette.  They are shown by pink squares.  Above 0.271 doping, only single Cu d9 spins 
exist and the blue squares represent the plaquette doping that includes one Cu d9 spin.   There exist 
undoped adjacent d9 pairs in the x = 0.26 figure, but in the x = 0.27 figure there are no remaining 
antiferromagnetic d9 adjacent pairs to cause superconducting pairing.  Thus, the superconducting phase 
ends at x ≈ 0.271 (experiment is ≈ 0.27).  Plaquette doping of a single Cu d9 (blue squares) can occur up 
to ≈ 0.317 doping.  The final figure at x = 0.32 shows a fully doped crystal with no remaining localized 
Cu d9 spins.  At this doping, all planar atoms are in the metallic swath.  Further doping does not increase 
the metallic region. 
The isolated 4-site plaquettes (red squares) decrease as the doping increases.  The density of isolated 
plaquettes declines sharply at x ≈ 0.19.  By x = 0.21 there are no isolated plaquettes in the 20 x 20 lattice 
here.  Isolated plaquettes will always exist in an infinite crystal, but the distance between them becomes 
so large that they are much farther apart than the neutron spin correlation length, xa / .  This leads 
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to the PG going to zero at x ≈ 0.19 as is experimentally observed.  This doping value is independent of 
the magnitude of the isolated plaquette to isolated plaquette coupling (Δ0 in manuscript).   It is a purely 
geometric consequence of the counting of 4-site plaquettes and their doping.
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The Figure caption is on page 7 
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Approximate pinning of Px and Py states near Fermi level 
The eight possible delocalized Cu x2y2/O pσ eigenstates inside an isolated 4-site plaquette are shown 
in Figure S2.  The states are arranged with the highest energy state at the top and the lowest energy state 
at the bottom.  There are two electrons per O pσ and one electron per Cu x2y2 leading to twelve total 
electrons.  This leaves the degenerate Px and Py anti-bonding states with two electrons.  Expanding the 
Px and Py states as band k-states, we find Px has the largest overlap with k = (0, π) and Py with k = (π, 0).  
These k states are always found to be close to the Fermi level in cuprates.  The energies of these isolated 
plaquettes states will be shifted by the electrostatic potential inside the crystal arising from the 
rearrangement of charges that occur at equilibrium when the Fermi energy must become constant 
throughout the crystal.  Since the antiferromagnetic d9 region has a charge density of one electron per 
Cu and two electrons per O, the charge density inside isolated plaquettes will be approximately the 
same.  This leads to the Fermi level being placed very close to the degenerate anti-bonding Px and Py 
states.  The Fermi level is approximately “pinned” near the degeneracy. 
Since the anti-bonding Px and Py states have predominantly (π, 0) and (0, π) character, the PG will 
appear in angle-resolved-photoemission (ARPES) to be largest at these k-vectors.
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Figure S2 The eight possible delocalized Cu x2y2/O pσ eigenstates inside an isolated 4-site plaquette.  
The states are arranged with the highest energy state at the top and the lowest energy state at the bottom.  
There are two electrons per O pσ and one electron per Cu x2y2 leading to twelve total electrons.  There 
are only two electrons to occupy the four degenerate Px and Py anti-bonding states.   Theses states have 
dominant k-vector character at (π, 0) and (0, π), respectively.  The splitting of the Px and Py states leads 
to the PG. 
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Discussion of the diagonal and off-diagonal terms in the 2 x 2 Hamilton matrix for the PG of a 
particular isolated 4-site plaquette 
For a given isolated plaquette located at position R, the Hamiltonian matrix for the Px and Py orbitals 
is 


F
FH 

0
0
0 , where F  is the Fermi energy.   The perturbing matrix for coupling of this plaquette 
to the antiferromagnetic d9 spins, the delocalized Cu x2y2/O pσ swath, and other isolated plaquettes is 



yyxy
xyxx
Rt
Rt
H 

)(
)(
.    We expect the diagonal terms to be approximately the same, yyxx   , due to 
the random doping environment.  Any non-zero value leads to a particle-hole asymmetry of the PG as is 
observed.25,26  Thus the modulus of the off-diagonal term, |txy|, determines the size of the splitting and 
the PG for this isolated plaquette. 
The first expectation is that the dominant coupling of the Px state to Py is by second-order coupling 
through the antiferromagnetic spins neighboring the plaquette.  Since the plaquette is isolated, it is 
completely surrounded by antiferromagnetic spins in the plane and the approximate D4 symmetry of the 
plaquette is maintained by including these antiferromagnetic spins.  Thus coupling to the 
antiferromagnetic spins cannot split the degeneracy of the Px and Py states. 
Coupling of Px and Py can occur by interaction through the antiferromagnetic d9 spins to the 
delocalized metallic Cu x2y2/O pσ states in the percolating plaquette swath.  Since the bandwidth of the 
metallic band inside the percolating swath is ≈ 2.0 eV and the shape of the metallic swath is random, 
this coupling should be small. 
The largest coupling between Px and Py inside a particular isolated plaquette is with states close in 
energy to Px and Py (since the energy difference appears in the denominator in a second-order 
perturbation).  This leads to the dominant coupling through other isolated plaquettes.   For two isolated 
plaquettes to interact, they must couple through the antiferromagnetic d9 spins.  Due to the finite 
correlation length of the antiferromagnetic spins, ξ, this coupling will be exponentially attenuated for 
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distances larger than ξ.  Thus the magnitude of the PG is a function of the distances between isolated 
clusters as a function of doping as shown in Figure 3b. 
The off-diagonal coupling matrix element, txy(Ri),  where Ri is the position of the ith  isolated 
plaquette, is the sum of terms, txy(Ri, Rj), where Rj is the position of the jth isolated plaquette  
),(|/|
0),( jiji
RRiRR
jixy eeRRt
  

j
jixyixy RRtRt ),()(  
The first term in txy(Ri, Rj) is the constant, Δ0.  It sets the energy scale of the coupling and should be 
on the order of the antiferromagnetic spin-spin coupling, Jdd = 130 meV.  The first exponential is the 
damping of the matrix element due to transmission through the d9 antiferromagnetic region with finite 
correlation length, ξ.   The ratio of the distance between the plaquettes, |Ri – Rj|, and the correlation 
length determines the magnitude of the damping.  The final term is the phase. 
Due to the arbitrary distribution of the plaquettes and the antiferromagnetic d9 environment, we take 
the phases coupling isolated plaquettes at Rj and Rk to the isolated plaquette at Ri to be uncorrelated, 
0),(),( kiji RRRR  , for kj  . 
The PG is given by one-half of the splitting of the Px and Py levels, )()( ixyiPG RtR  .   Due to the 
random phases, ),( ji RR , the PG is the average, )()( ixyiPG RtR  .  The average of the modulus can 
be well approximated by the square root of the average of the modulus squared, leading to 
2
)()( ixyiPG RtR   
2
1
/||2
0)( 


  
j
RR
iPG
jieR 
                       (1) 
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Neutron spin scattering experiments find the correlation length to be approximately equal to the mean 
spacing of holes, 
x
a , where a  is the nearest-neighbor Cu-Cu distance (a ≈ 3.8 Å) and x is the 
doping.HH27HH  The above expression is used to compute the PG curve shown in the main text. 
An analytic expression for the PG 
An approximate analytic expression for ΔPG can be obtained from the computed number of isolated 
plaquettes as a function of doping, N4.  Due to the exponential decay of the matrix element with length 
scale, ξ, only isolated plaquettes inside an area on the order of ~ ξ2 can contribute to the sum in Equation 
1.   Let a  be the Cu-Cu distance in the plane and N equal the total number of Cu sites in the plane.  
Then the average number of isolated plaquettes in the area A is 


2
4
Na
NA .    Substituting A = ξ2 leads to 
the approximate analytic expression 
Nx
N
Na
N
PG
4
02
2
4
0    
0  is a constant close to Δ0.   Figure S3 shows the fit to the analytic expression above.  The fit is 
quite good, but the exact evaluation of Equation 1 leads to a better fit. 
Inhomogeneous PG determination 
Equation 1 leads to a different value for the PG for each isolated plaquettes.  STM measurements 
observed an inhomogeneous distribution of the PG with an approximately doping independent standard 
deviation of ~ 10 – 20 meV.   Our calculations also find an approximately constant value of ~ 15 meV. 
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Figure S3.  Comparison of calculated PG curve using Equation 1 and the approximate analytic 
expression, Nx
N
PG
4
0 , where 0 82.4 meV.  Here, N4 is the total number of isolated 
plaquettes at doping, x.  N is the total number of Cu atoms.  The dotted curve is the analytic expression 
and the solid black curve is calculated from Equation 1.  The dashed curve is the superconducting gap, 
Δ, for YBa2Cu3O7-δ where we use 2Δ/kTc = 3.5 and obtain Tc using the approximate equation,28 
2
max,
)16.0(6.821 

 xT
T
c
c , where Tc,max = 93 K.  The PG from the analytic expression remains 
non-zero for slightly higher dopings than 0.20 and does not obtain as large of a PG for low doping as the 
computed result from Equation 1.  The data points in the figure are taken from Tallon et al.HH29 
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Figure S4.  The evolution of the metal sites and isolated plaquettes with doping.  In (a), the number of 
doped Cu sites per total Cu sites is plotted as a function of doping.  Above ≈ 0.05 doping, when the 
plaquettes percolate through the crystal, a metallic Cu x2y2/O pσ band is formed in the percolating 
swath.  The curve increases as x4 up to ≈ 0.187 because each plaquette dopes four Cu sites.  Further 
doping increases the doped Cu sites by x3 up to ≈ 0.226, by x2 from 0.226 – 0.271, and then by x until 
0.317 when all Cu sites become doped (metallic).  (b) shows the number of isolated 4-site clusters as a 
function of doping.  For extremely low doping, all plaquettes are isolated and the curve increases as x .   
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There is a peak at ≈ 0.058.  At x ≈ 0.20, the number of isolated plaquettes becomes almost zero and the 
PG vanishes. 
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